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UYN is launching our first sneaker collection: ultra 
comfort, green philosophy and “Made in Italy” tech-
nology

Eight men's and women's lifestyle models that knit Merino wool and eco-friendly 
materials into a 3D fabric For wearing every day, with the sole goal of experien-
cing more freedom
 
Having revolutionised the sports base layer and clothing sector, UYN – Unleash 
Your Nature is now bringing our innovation to the world of footwear. This brand 
from Asola, in the Italian province of Mantua, is presenting our first range of casual 
sneakers. These eight men's and women's lifestyle models are made entirely in Italy 
and are the very expression of UYN's pioneering spirit, capturing the most recent 
trends in everyday comfort and sustainability.

A new formula for comfort

We launch this new UYN collection with a promise: to set you free. The secret lies 
in the shoe's complex structure, a double-layered 3D knitted build. The inner is made 
from Merino wool while cutting-edge technology has gone into creating the exte-
rior. 

Unlike the knitted sneakers already on the market, UYN has developed a revolutio-
nary manufacturing technique called HALOFLEX KNIT. This allows us to create an 
extraordinarily flexible upper which is either fully or partly seamless, depending on 
the model. It's reinforced in strategic areas: the heel, toes and sides. The result is a 
shoe that acts like a second skin, adapting to your feet and their morphology, 
following that every movement without creating uncomfortable folds or overlays, 
while at the same time giving you the support you need as you walk. 



Working with nature to favour comfort

While the footwear market as a whole is adopting eco-sustainable values and 
supporting the environment, at UYN we’re not limiting ourselves to peddling a 
green philosophy: we are working with nature to create comfort.

The UYN Sneakers are made from carefully selected raw materials. As a result, your 
feet are totally encased in the precious Merino wool, which we chose for its natural 
properties: it regulates temperature, it’s bacteriostatic and it reduces bad odours. 
We use recycled polyamide and microfibres which come from reusing plastic bottles 
for the shoes' structure, while the insole combines the softness of Merino wool with 
eco-felt. We then use materials derived from sugar cane to further improve how 
lightweight and high-performance the sole is. 

The shoe that moves you

More natural and more functional than traditional sneakers, UYN shoes unleash 
active people's desire for movement while increasing their comfort. Practical, ultrali-
ght, durable, breathable and with high levels of sweat absorption, these are the 
perfect companion any time of the day: on city strolls, on longer walks, when travel-
ling or after indulging in your favourite sport. You can wear them with or without 
socks, to appreciate that incredible feeling against your skin.

Their casual, dynamic style – with no overlays or purely aesthetic details – make 
them perfect for the contemporary minimalist man. And with a wide range of colour 
choices, you can express your personality.



UYN® X-CROSS®

X-CROSS is an ultralight shoe (just 200g) made entirely from one piece of seam-
less fabric, using the Haloflex Knit system. UYN has incorporated X-Cross®, our 
patented bandage technique, into the upper to o�er the perfect fit and excellent 
support. The 3D Reverse structures on the outer allow us to create highly flexible 
areas that guarantee total freedom of movement. 
The injected Cell-Comb sole contains an insert made of ecological materials derived 
from sugar cane: this increases its shock absorption while reducing its weight.

The X-Cross model is available without laces or in the X-CROSS® TUNE version, 
which is kitted out with the Tune Laces system to o�er added support and stability 
for your feet.



UYN® SHOCKWAVE®

Having created the X-Cross model concept, the UYN engineers went on to introdu-
ce an upper that uses Shockwave® technology, with 3D lines that expand to adapt 

to the shape of the feet. Wearability, comfort and stability come together in one 
innovative shoe.



UYN® FREE FLOW

Wear tomorrow's design today. The UYN Free Flow shoes are made using a double 
layer: Merino wool on the inside and perforated knitted fabric on the outside. The 
resulting shoe is one that naturally regulates foot temperature while o�ering an 
unmistakable style highlighted by playful shades. 
Its high-quality EVA U-Control sole with rubber tread has been designed for grip, 
lightning-fast reaction and resistance to wear, making this the perfect shoe even for 
highly active use.

The Free Flow range includes the FREE FLOW GRADE, FREE FLOW MASTER and 
FREE FLOW TUNE models: the latter uses the Tune Laces system.



UYN® AIR DUAL TUNE

The AIR DUAL TUNE shoes strike the perfect balance between comfort, breathabi-
lity and support. The knitted build around the toes and tongue join in a body made 
of ecological microfibre that creates stability and support around the heel. This is 
the first model in the world to use the Air Dual® system in the top part of the upper 
shoe, an exclusive technology that allows heat and sweat to escape while also 
providing maximum protection against the elements. 
The lacing evokes a more classic style while also providing excellent wearability. In 
addition to the high performance of the U-Control, there’s a midsole designed to 
spring back after every foot strike, absorbing shock.



UYN® AIR DUAL CARAT

The Air Dual range also includes the AIR DUAL CARAT, a futuristic shoe concept 
that takes all the functions introduced in previous models to even higher levels. Air 
Dual Carat is the result of a long research and development process that led to the 
creation of an upper with a modular structure that can blend around the anatomy of 
the feet for unprecedented wearability. Intelligent temperature regulation and new 
dynamic support systems for the feet make these shoes perfect even for use during 
sport. Another step into the future.
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